
Procedure for checking pitch conditions and subsequently postponing 

matches (due to unplayable pitch conditions) 

League Rule…  

24. POSTPONEMENTS DUE TO INCLEMENT WEATHER 

In the event of a postponement of a league fixture due to inclement weather the Home club to notify visitors, 

referee, and the League on the day of the match. Both Clubs must telephone the League Secretary/Fixture 

Secretary as soon as a decision is made. 

 

CLUB PROCESS 

 

1. If there is a risk that the match may be postponed, notify the visiting team when confirming the fixture.  

Inform the visiting coach when you will make a decision and how/when you will confirm to him/her.   

2. Inspect the pitch on the afternoon/evening prior to the game. If you think that it is unplayable at that point 

and unlikely to improve prior to kick-off, circulate an email to all coaches and seek a second opinion (ask 

Lee or another coach). If you decide to cancel, notify the opposition and Lee, who will notify East Gwent. 

3. If you are still unsure, defer the decision and inspect the pitch at least an hour prior to your scheduled kick 

off time to make a final decision.  Seek a second opinion from another coach if you are uncertain. 

4. If you decide to cancel the match, inform the visiting coach and then email/phone/text Lee 

(lmwilson67@gmail.com or 07515 432038) who will contact East Gwent (Derek & Len) to confirm. Inform 

all other coaches that you have cancelled your match and the reason for the cancellation. 

5. Don’t change your mind. The Club will support you, whatever decision you make. 

The pitch should be considered unplayable if; 

• It is waterlogged, with areas of standing water that prevent the ball rolling freely across the surface 

• It is muddy to the extent that the ball cannot roll freely across the surface or it is dangerous to play on 

• It is frozen (surface cannot be penetrated with a stud) 

• It has dangerous ruts or depressions that present a safety risk for players 

• It is fogbound (referee unable to see sufficiently to control the game) 

• Thunder storm, with lightning strike risk 

• Anything else that you consider would endanger the safety of players 

• A match can also be called off if it is considered that playing the match will result in damage to the pitch, 

making conditions significantly worse for subsequent matches (this can often lead to a dispute with East 

Gwent, so please don’t state this as the sole reason). 

Notes 

Decisions should be made for each individual pitch, by each coach, based on their scheduled kick off time.  Pitch 

conditions can change during the day. It is therefore possible that an unplayable pitch becomes playable later in 

the day (for example by thawing), or that a playable pitch becomes unplayable (for example following further 

heavy rain).  In general however, a sensible decision taken on a Saturday afternoon based on pitch condition and 

weather forecast can result in all Sunday matches being cancelled (in consultation with Lee).  If the pitch is frozen 

on a Saturday evening, it very rarely thaws before midday on Sunday. 

 

For U6 to U11 teams, subject to pitch allocations, there is flexibility for you to find space on the field potentially 

to select an area that is playable. U6 – U11 matches cancelled due to the weather will not be re-arranged by East 

Gwent. U12 and above will be re-arranged by the league. This fixture will then be published on the East Gwent 

website and Lee will allocate the pitch accordingly. 



Procedures for postponing a match due to anything other than the weather 

 

League Rule… 

Rule 23, Section B, POSTPONEMENT OF FIXTURES & Section D, Rule 15d. MINI FOOTBALL POSTPONEMENT OF 

FIXTURES (East Gwent League Handbook) 

 

If a postponement of any league fixture is required, application must be made in writing and be in possession of 

the League Secretary, at least 7 days before the match is to be played. A fee of £15.00 will be charged for 

competitive fixtures and £7.50 for Mini postponement. The unavailability of a qualified person is not classed as a 

reason to postpone a fixture. 

 

The League Secretary will then notify both teams of the postponement, if agreed to. This rule will not apply when 

pitches are declared unfit for play. 

 

CLUB PROCESS 

 

1. If any team has a need to postpone a fixture because of lack of players please inform Lee on the following 
lmwilson67@gmail.com or 07515 432038, at least 7 days prior to the fixture with the following details; 

 
 

• Team name / Age group 

• Date of Fixture 

• Opponents 

• Reason for postponement * 

 
* The league tends to only accept reasons if they are school / scouts / other club related. Birthday parties 
are sometimes not accepted as a reason so try not to use this. 

 
2. Lee will then complete the relevant paperwork and pass this to the Michelle who will sign and forward onto 

the League.  
 

3. The League will then notify the clubs of its decision and if approved, they will re-arrange the fixture (this is 
now the case in both mini and competitive football). The new date will be published on the East Gwent 
website and Lee will allocate the pitch accordingly. 

 
Note 
 
It is sometimes possible to re-arrange the kick off date/time to allow the fixture to go ahead (the new date must not 
be later than the original fixture date). This requires both teams to agree and still has to go through Lee to ensure 
there is pitch availability and Michele for League approval.  


